Thomas Calls for Peace

Socialist leader Norman Thomas addressed a near-capacity audience in Washington Hall Tuesday. He spoke of man’s desperate need for peace and for war and condemned the American intervention in the Dominican Republic and in Viet Nam. He also proposed the admission of Communist China to the United Nations.

Thomas outlined four prerequisites for peace: Firstly, he said, we must have universal disarmament. “You cannot effectively wage peace by weapons. We have come to a time when these do not serve as instruments, or at least comparatively few survivors... We are too many and too inflammable. So was the power of blackmail in New York... , we are under an obligation to find a substitute.”

Secondly, “You have simply got to have a United Nations. I don’t think there is any other alternative than the substitution of law for war... The world has to have law more effective than that which China left us” Thomas said, referring to the Chinese military victory in the Korean War, which he said has “put the world back into the domain of law.”

Thirdly, the world has got to have a United Nations. “I’m not accusing our leaders of malice or wickedness,” but “I wish to see a world that etree that will not permit these leaders to act.”

Fourthly, the world has got to have a United Nations. “The administration wants to unite the world,” he said, “and will strongly consider the possibility of fighting China. It is a chance for the United Nations to unite the world, and to unite the world it must be united.”

The administration wants China left out.” Thomas said. He seems willing to fight until the last man in Viet Nam for freedom, unless you reduce that to the present notion of democracy. You can’t possibly fight a ‘war of democracy’ in Viet Nam for freedom, unless you recognize that the world is too weak to do it.

Thomas proposed an end to the war in Viet Nam, not (cont. on pg. 2)

North American, white imperialism.
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Volunteers Sought To Interview Negroes

The Committee on Negro Enrollment is searching for volunteers to interview prospective Negro students. Volunteers will be asked to compile a list of qualified Negroes in Catholic high schools in the country, and to get the cooperation of the principal, if possible. The committee states that “students are apparently well qualified to challenge the Negro enrollment, these Christmas vacation, these boys will be considered by a Negro student for enrollment.”

Because of the scope of the area, just volunteers are needed to meet all the students. The volunteer’s name and address will be sent to the nearest chapter of the Negro Boys’ Club, whose name is given to the student. The Negro Boys’ Club is a non-profit, non-political organization, and it is not affiliated with the United States Government. The Negro Boys’ Club is a non-profit, non-political organization, and it is not affiliated with the United States Government.

LUNA Signups

Reaching 1000

Nearly 1000 students from Notre Dame and St. Mary’s have signed up for the United Nations Assembly to be held March 10th. Dr. Howard Dooley, LUNA Publicity Chairman, says that the assembly is “in record time. Approximately 40 percent of the students’ delegates are black students. The assembly will be held at the University of Notre Dame, and the students will be asked to vote on a resolution to recruit the St. Louis area.

There is a possibility that an additional sign-up period will be held after Christmas.” The full debate: decision has been made at a time. Delegations will be picked this week, and the final delegation will be picked later. The full debate: decision has been made at a time. Delegations will be picked this week, and the final delegation will be picked later. The full debate: decision has been made at a time. Further delegations will be picked this week, and the final delegation will be picked later. The full debate: decision has been made at a time. Further delegations will be picked this week, and the final delegation will be picked later. The full debate: decision has been made at a time. Further delegations will be picked this week, and the final delegation will be picked later. The full debate: decision has been made at a time. Further delegations will be picked this week, and the final delegation will be picked later. The full debate: decision has been made at a time. Further delegations will be picked this week, and the final delegation will be picked later. The full debate: decision has been made at a time. Further delegations will be picked this week, and the final delegation will be picked later. The full debate: decision has been made at a time. Further delegations will be picked this week, and the final delegation will be picked later. The full debate: decision has been made at a time. Further delegations will be picked this week, and the final delegation will be picked later. The full debate: decision has been made at a time.

LUNA is a non-profit, non-political organization, and it is not affiliated with the United States Government.
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Across the Road

This is the first of a series of columns written by Barbara Gibson ’68.

It has happened at last. Things were bad enough when the question of girls cheerleaders arose. Co-ex scenes stirred up some ancient, forgotten grudges of a quarter-century. And what happens in case of fire? Section 801 of the Book of the Law (fire regulations) means that for every 25 feet of hiking in such a mall, there must be 100 feet of lateral opening and 3 feet 6 inches vertical opening in the door way. The door you just went through is high enough, but it is 118 inches across — good enough for 450 of the approximately 1000 people in the hall, and none of that space is behind the counter and check station. Well, you had better hurry. You are late.
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On Campus with Michele

(To the Editor of "Sister Mary Rose’s Secret" and "Sister Mary’s Cell Phone")

YOU, TOO, CAN BE INFERIOR

The second greatest problem confronting college students today is inferiority feelings. The first greatest problem is of course, the recent rise in land ownership, as many as 17 (used to be 15,400). Yes, we shall try to expose the mutual expectations involved in religious and political homecoming queen. But we should not. Look at all the people, the many, many beautiful, who have made their marks in the world. Look at Nicole. Look at Joanne. Look at Sister Mary Rose.

What I mean is you can’t always tell what’s inside a package by looking at the exterior. And you can take Fenestron Stainless Steel Blades, for example. Just one couple of these things. They’re smooth, bright, and you can see them. So bright, so neat, and quickly and it is one of the subjects that’s often the counter and check station. Well, you had better hurry. You are late.
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Saturday: The Big One

by Tony Mahoney

Many questions will be answered this Saturday afternoon as the unbeaten and untied Spartans of Michigan State will invade the confines of Notre Dame Stadium to join battle with the once-beaten Irish in a football game banded by many experts as the most crucial of the 1965 collegiate season.

Last weekend, Michigan State captured its first undisputed Big Ten Championship and the Bowl Champions have been barristered the Panda roses over ever since. But Head Coach Duffy Daugherty is more than concerned with the "Big One" in South Bend this weekend. The always colorful Spartan Coach knows that this game is the most important contest of the season because the prize for the victor could be a national championship. Furthermore, the revenge factor must be considered another motivation for the Spartans. Last Fall, they suffered a 34-14 humiliation at the hands of the Irish in South Bend.

The 1965 edition of the Spartans can appropriately be described as a big, strong team, a typical Duffy Daugherty lineup. The Newcomers from East Lansing possess a well-balanced attack led by Quarterback Steve jue (250). Juey has successfully engineered the Spartan passing attack this season, having completed 83 of 150 attempts for a 55% average. His primary receivers are Gene Washington (64) and Clinton Jones (26) with 38 and 26 receptions respectively. Washington, a lanky 215 pound end, is Notre Dame's leading receiver and a better than adequate passer, has been more difficult. For on the following afternoon Ara and his Army will have to prove to a nation that they deserve to be called the greatest college football team in the land.

To win this game the Irish will have to reach the heights of quality, precision, and determination they displayed frequently, but inconsistently, this fall. The offense will have to repeat their performances of the Caliornia, Pittsburg, and Southern Cal games. They will not be able to fall in as they did with Army, Navy, and N.C. Tells coach will have to pass the way they did at Pittsburgh and the hard in the backfield will have to run and drive that effective line will enjoy no margins of error against our opposition's well-disposed and determined line. The offense must stand upon this "child's game" (they do).

The defense must do no less. They have to stop THEIR backs and break THEIR line. They have proven it was a "Trojan Horse" at Purdue by their consistent development since then. They have a "Forsyth" this week could cause them national diagram. The man, coach and players of the University of Notre Dame will not see this happen, they have asked for it. They have worked toward it ever since they began with the goal to let this happen. And yet, now they must give more than ever before.

The 1965 team was not born a winner, but they were expected to be. There are some outstanding performers, but the team is not built of mammoth backs and mammoth lines. The defense has been hurt. Each week they have lost a starter, a key player, something. Since then, the team has achieved greatness. They have had to claw for every yard they got but in the process they earned as a team the respect of a great team.

There are some outstanding performers, but the team is not built around them — rather, the man are built around the TEAM. Ara will get his players ready who they are and what they represent. When they put on those gold helmets and live the moment most boys only dream about, the question will be answered.

On the strength of this quantity we call "Notre Dame Spirit", I pick the Irish, 25-22. This time, our time!
Will the 'Experts' Ever Give Up?

The reason results show Notre Dame won the ranking of 20 for 20, two weeks after the game with second-year leader Expert Bill faltered a bit last week and now is tied with Jerry the Stargazer at 14 of 20. Dick the Prophet clicked on half of his picks last week and is now 11 for 20. Long Tom Campbell flipped for the second consecutive week and his record is now 8 of 20.

---

"I know all about General Electric. They make toasters and irons and things like that."

"Right. Things like the world's most powerful jet engines, the world's largest turbine-generator, the world's first Man-Made diamonds. Things like nuclear power plants, suitcase-size computers and a whole new family of plastics."

"Yeah, yeah. Things like that."

---

Only about one quarter of G.E. sales are in consumer goods. All the rest are in industrial, aerospace and defense products. A variety of products (over 200,000 in all). A variety of activities (everything from research and development of consumer goods to nuclear power plants)."